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Chapter 1253 The whole of Planet Royal was busy early the next morning.  

The Milky Way Empire‘s state banquet was happening today.  

The representatives of forces from all corners of the Milky Way got up early. Then, they 
washed up, groomed themselves, and headed to gather at Gold Peak on Planet Royal. 
They wanted to wait for the banquet to start while looking their best. This time, not only 
were the grandmasters from different forces here. They even brought the excellent 
younger generation of their families to let them see the world.  

After all, chances like this were rare.  

When they were at Gold Peak, they sat in their assigned seats. The forces who arrived 
had to show the invitation cards the empire gave them. Every one of those invitation 
cards was different. Then, the staff of the empire would arrange the guests‘ seating 
according to the cards.  

The grandmasters from major forces were arranged to sit in front, with groups like the 
peak Infinity Rankers alongside Ophelia, the reputable elder from Lunar Palace, in the 
lead. Next would be the late Infinity Rankers, mid–Infinity Rankers, beginner Infinity 
Rankers, and so on.  

There were also some heirs from major forces among them. The seating arrangement 
the Milky Way Empire arranged was a clear demonstration that strength was of the 
utmost importance here. The powerful ones with strong backgrounds would be arranged 
to sit in front, and the ones who did not possess this would sit behind.  

The seats were also a good way to show their strength.  

Everyone wanted to sit in front. That way, not only would the empire acknowledge them, 
but they could also make their forces proud in front of all the other forces.  

of course, some people would be unhappy with their seats. They figured they should not 
sit in their assigned seats but instead somewhere closer to the front.  

However, even if they were unhappy, no one would dare to question the empire. This 
was Planet Royal, and they could not behave atrociously here. Even if they were 
unhappy, they could only hide it and not show it. This was the deterrence of the Milky 
Way Empire and the emperor. While everyone on Planet Royal was busy running 
around, David was still drinking tea in his courtyard. He was not worried at all.  

He knew he would have to squeeze with everyone if he went now, and he did not want 
to go through the trouble of this. He was at partial Eternal Realm, so he should at least 



be a little panache. Hence, he decided to wait till the last minute to go, so he could sit 
down directly and watch the drama unfold. How nice would that be?  

David was not bothered where they would assign him to sit. He would be fine as long as 
he had a place to sit.  

Mia was like his maid this entire time. She was already used to brewing and pouring him 
tea.  

After David‘s lecture last night, she never probed him with any more questions.  

She would not ask if David was going to the state banquet or when he would go.  

She would only focus on her job.  

Mia had finally come to see the truth, and she believed David had his own plans.  

The seating arrangement at the banquet wasted about half a day.  

David eventually felt that it was time, so he placed the teacup down and said, “Mia, let‘s 
go. Let‘s go and watch the drama unfold. I hope I won‘t be disappointed.”  

“Yes, David,” Mia answered.  

The two then headed to the venue. Mia was wearing her veil to hide her gorgeous face. 
Soon, they reached Gold Peak at Planet Royal. Immediately, they saw an ocean of 
human heads. Only the empire had the power to host millions of people at the same 
time and organize them in an orderly manner. The crowd did not look disarrayed or 
crowded at all.  

If it were another force, the scene would be absolutely chaotic.  

However, aside from the empire, no other force in the Milky Way had the power to rally 
so many people.  

The moment David and Mia stepped into Gold Peak, the staff came over to ask them at 
once.  

“Hello, please show your invitation cards.” “We don‘t have them,” David answered 
honestly. “Did you lose them, or did you not receive them?” “We didn‘t receive them.”  
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Chapter 1254 “I‘m sorry. If you don‘t have invitation cards, we can‘t let you inside. It‘s 
because we have to arrange your seats according to the invitation cards the empire 



sent out. If you don‘t have invitation cards, you can‘t enter. Please leave,” the staff 
explained.  

“Even though we don‘t have invitation cards, we were invited by Princess Astrid. This is 
the token she gave us. You can decide if you can accept it or not. If you can‘t, I can get 
Princess Astrid to come to get me.”  

After David said that, he handed the token Astrid gave him to the staff.  

The two staff were pretty disapproving initially, and they thought David was lying. ‘How 
preposterous! Do you think you can contact Princess Astrid just because you want to? 
‘You want to get her to come see you too? ‘Who do you think you are?  

There are no direct descendants of any forces in the Milky Way who dare to ask 
Princess Astrid to receive them in person.  

These two don‘t seem old, but they are so good at acting.‘ They were about to ask 
David to leave and stop causing a scene when David handed them the token.  

When one of them took the token, their pupils contracted and their heart shook.  

‘Damn! This really is Princess Astrid‘s token!‘  

Immediately after, they answered, “Yes, of course! How could deny the recipientc of 
Princess Astrid‘s token? Please come with me.”  

David and Mia followed the staff into the venue. Then, they walked all the way to the 
front seat.  

They attracted countless gazes on the way.  

Everyone was wondering who these two were.  

“These two are so bold!  

‘They dare to come right as things are about to start. They‘re clearly disrespecting the 
emperor and the emperor!‘ ‘It‘s the state banquet today, and all the Infinity Ranked 
grandmasters from several major forces came early.  

‘Yet, these two youngsters are being so disrespectful. ‘I wonder how their parents and 
elders educated them, and I wonder if they will die from anger if they knew what their 
child did.‘ At the same time, a lot of people were guessing why David did this. They 
figured he might want to show himself to attract the forces’ attention.  

‘It‘s normal for a young person to want to be in the limelight. ‘Everyone understands 
that, but you have to choose the right time for that, no? ‘He even dares to do this on 



such an occasion. Does he have a death wish?‘ David was unbothered by the 
questioning and mocking gaze of countless powerhouses around him.  

‘While others are teasing my madness, I am laughing at their short–sightedness.‘ One 
would be confident if one knew they possessed overwhelming power.  

To David, these so–called powerhouses from different forces of the Milky Way were 
nothing but ants.  

As his strength increased, he set his sights on something on a higher level, so he would 
not care what these people thought of him.  

However, Mia could not handle this.  

She was a woman, so she was more meek.  

Furthermore, Mia had been in the Royal Region for so many years, and she had gotten 
to know a lot of big shots throughout the years. The ones sitting here were all people 
she needed to look up to back then. Mia lowered her head when she was in front of 
these people. She followed closely behind David for fear that she would be recognized.  

After Mia and David walked to the front, they were assigned to sit on the first step.  

Everyone around them was young. However, they were not ordinary people. On the 
contrary, they were all direct heirs of major forces.  

Even though the staff did not know who David and Mia were, they knew they could not 
neglect someone who could flash Princess Astrid‘s token.  

If not, who could bear the consequences of Princess Astrid‘s wrath? Hence, they 
assigned David and Mia the best seats. A youngster like David could not sit in the seats 
further in front as they were all reserved for Infinity Rankers.  
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Chapter 1255 David and Mia were assigned to sit on the first steps. They had slapped 
the faces of the people who were waiting for something to happen. Their faces changed 
from questioning, mocking, and then to awkwardness. Since David was the last to 
arrive, the state banquet started not long after he and Mia sat down. The first to enter 
was of course Emperor Nimbus of the Milky Way Empire. He had a crown on his head 
and was wearing a long gold robe. On the robe were an azure dragon, a white tiger, a 
red finch, and a black tortoise.  

These were the four sacred beasts the Milky Way Empire worshiped. This was also the 
origin of the four halls. Once Nimbus entered, he immediately attracted everyone‘s 
attention.  



He was the emperor of the Milky Way Empire and the strongest person in the Milky 
Way.  

Hence, he was a legendary figure.  

If the state banquet was not hosted today, 99% of the millions of people present would 
never have get the chance to see the emperor in person. One could boast about having 
the chance to see the emperor in person for ages. Behind the emperor were Empress 
Gamora and Princess Astrid. The mother and daughter were wearing long dresses that 
made them look noble and elegant.  

One was a mature and gorgeous middle-aged woman while the other was a youthful 
and beautiful young woman. The two displayed their charm in their own way, causing 
countless people to fall head over heels for them. However, even if they liked the 
empress and the princess, no one dared to commit blasphemy. This was because these 
two were the emperor‘s wife and most loved daughter. They were simply unattainable. 
Then, the eighteen princes of the empire entered. The first to enter was the eldest 
prince, leading all the way to the youngest prince.  

Finally, the last ones to enter were the ministers from the military and political world of 
the – empire.  

Wilfred was not among them. Instead, he hid among the crowd to look for the person 
who had probed the Royal Palace the day before. This person was like a thorn in the 
empire‘s heart. No one would be at ease if he was not found. After everyone was 
seated, they began the first event, which was the sacrifice. Then, it would move on to 
other events.  

Nimbus held the state banquet in advance and gathered all forces in the Milky Way to 
announce to everyone the situation with the Sangruil Sinners. At the same time, he 
would tell everyone where the Nine–Headed Serpents came from, and their grudge 
against the humans in the Milky Way.  

The goal was to unite everyone to fight the enemy together.  

He wanted to completely eliminate the Sangruil Sinners and kick the Nine–Headed 
Serpent Clan out of the Milky Way.  

The state banquet would be broadcasted to every human in the Milky Way. However, 
some of the remote places in the Milky Way did not have access to the Internet, so they 
did not have the chance to watch it.  

King Moe of Sangruil knew Nimbus‘ purpose, and of course, he would not let this 
happen.  



He would not expose the fact about the Nine–Headed Serpent Clan to everyone in the 
Milky  

Way.  

At this moment, the Sangruil Sinners were approaching the periphery of Planet Royal. 
Inside the Galaxy Warships in the lead.  

“Severus, take action now. Interrupt Planet Royal‘s signal and cut off their Internet. 
Isolate Planet Royal before taking action,” King Moe of Sangruil said solemnly.  

King Moe wanted to prevent any accidents from happening, which was why he isolated 
Planet Royal. If things went smoothly, it matter would be over quickly.  

If it did not, Moe did not mind eliminating some of the powerhouses on Planet Royal to 
intimidate the others after he wiped out the Barlowe family.  

“Moe, don‘t worry. We brought Beast Galaxy‘s advanced technology this time, so it‘s a 
piece of cake for us to isolate Planet Royal,” Severus promised.  

“Thank you so much, Severus. Let‘s move.” All of the battleships and spaceships 
approached Planet Royal. Meanwhile, Severus and three other Nine–Headed Serpents 
at partial Eternal Realm disappeared from inside the warship. Then, they appeared in 
four different directions on the ground.  
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Chapter 1256 Then they took out a metal box each. The metal box released an invisible 
magnetic field and interrupted all the network signals on Planet Royal.  

Immediately after, the entire Milky Way stopped receiving signals from Planet Royal,  

The people who were watching the state banquet could not see anything anymore.  

“Damn, what happened? Why did the signal cut off suddenly? I still want to see 
Princess Astrid!” A young man cursed in his room.  

He immediately contacted his friends and realized everyone was facing the same 
situation as him.  

Everyone he knew could not watch the state banquet anymore.  

Countless angry curses resonated from the corners of the Milky Way.  

The people responsible for the network on Planet Royal also noticed something wrong, 
and they reported it to their higher–ups.  



At this moment, no one expected the Sangruil Sinners to have brazenly entered Planet 
Royal. After all, 80% of the powerhouses in the Milky Way were gathered on Planet 
Royal along with Emperor Nimbus, the strongest person.  

Who would dare to come here? Hence, everyone was watching the state banquet and 
did not pay attention to the security of Planet Royal.  

Even the ones with the strongest combat power in the Milky Way, the four internal halls, 
the palace guards, and the military, were attending the state banquet at Gold Peak.  

Despite all this, the Sangruil Sinners still chose to come to Planet Royal at this time.  

By the time the patrolling vessels noticed, Moe had already entered Planet Royal with 
the Sangruil Sinners.  

“H–Hurry! Tell everyone we‘re under attack!”  

After the person said that, they pressed the alarm on the patrolling vessel.  

The alarm then started blaring instantly.  

Boom!  

However, after two blares, a flash of light appeared and the patrolling vessel 
immediately turned to ash.  

Even so, the two blares were enough to alert the other patrolling vessels and the 
headquarters on Planet Royal.  

Countless patrolling vessels surrounded the Sangruil Sinners, who themselves came 
prepared. However, they could only turn into ashes after countless loud explosions. 
Gold Peak on Planet Royal.  

The sacrifice had just started when the ministers got the news from the patrolling 
vessels. However, before the ministers could report to the emperor, Nimbus stood up 
suddenly and looked at the sky with a serious look.  

He felt something approaching, and there were many of them.  

Nimbus‘ action attracted everyone‘s attention, and they all looked up to the sky.  

Gradually, countless black dots appeared in the sky.  

As time went on, the dots became bigger. Finally, they turned into countless battleships 
and spaceships which at Gold Peak. Everyone at the scene looked solemn. Everyone 
could tell these ships did not come in peace. This was the first time a Milky Way Empire 



state banquet was forced to stop halfway. David looked at the arrival of the Sangruil 
Sinners in the sky and murmured, “The show is about to begin.” The people around him 
were all focusing on the countless ships that appeared out of nowhere in the sky, so 
they did not hear what David said. Only Mia, who was the closest to David, heard him. 
She turned to look at David. She saw that David looked calm and also had a smile on 
his face currently. This was in sharp contrast to the solemn expressions around him.  

Mia was shocked.  

‘Is David a Sangruil Sinner spy just like His Majesty said? ‘If not, why is he smiling?’  

 


